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Using polarized light the reaction geometry of selected species can be controlled even in bulk
experiments. One reactant A is generated in a photodissociation process and its spatial distribution
is completely described by the anisotropy parameterb. The other molecular reactant B is excited in
a specific rovibrational state. Its spatial distribution is given by theJ- and branch-dependent
alignment parameterA0

(2) . Equations have been developed that allow a relatively easy conversion
of experimental results to the angle of attack,g. The unnormalized probability of an attack of A on
B under an angleg is given by the simple expressionP(g)}@11 1

5bA0
(2)P2(cosg)P2(cosd)# where

d is the angle between theEW vectors of the dissociating and the exciting laser beam. As an example,
we have studied the reaction of A1HCN→HA1CN with A5H,Cl. The experimental results prove
a preferred linear reaction geometry, i.e, an end-on attack of atom A on the terminating hydrogen
atom of the HCN reactant. However, the cone of acceptance is higher for the Cl1HCN reaction than
for the H1HCN one. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01947-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general, chemical reactions are influenced by ste
effects. In organic chemistry special groups are used to
tect the molecule from an unwanted spatial attack of a re
tant. In order to control the reaction geometry of small s
tems different techniques have been used, like the ele
field orientation1,2 and the brute force method,3,4 also known
as orientation of molecules in pendular states.5 If there is any
preferred angle of attack,g(A,B), a variation of the reactan
approach geometry will influence the reaction rates. In t
work polarized light is used to induce anisotropic reacta
distributions of the species A and B in the lab frame. W
want to develop a quantitative description of extracting
average attack angleg from experimental observations
when linearly polarized light is used to align the reactan
Although only two specific reactions of the HCN molecu
are experimentally analyzed as an example, such exp
ments, in general, allow a detailed insight into the stereo
namics of the bimolecular reaction under investigation.

A schematic representation of the alignment of reacta
is shown in Fig. 1.

One reactant, A, is generated in the photodissociation
a precursor molecule, X–A. The direction of the recoil v
locity vW is determined by the anisotropy parameterb. Theq
dependence with respect to theEW v vector of thedissociating
laser light is given by the simple expression6

rv~q,f!5
1

4p
@11bP2~cosq!#, ~1a!

whereP2(cosq)5(3 cos2 q21)/2 is Legendre’s polynomia
of order 2. Under these experimental conditions the disso
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (24), 22 December 1997 0021-9606/97/107(24
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tion geometry is of cylindrical symmetry, indicated by th
absence of aw dependence. Theb parameter ranges from
12 for a pure cos2 q distribution to21 for a pure sin2 q
distribution;b50 describes a complete isotropic direction
recoil. Usually precursor molecules can be found that fr
ment near the extreme values ofb, guaranteeing a distinc
distribution of the reactant A in the lab frame.

The partner reactant B will be prepared by excitation
a rovibrational state of the electronic ground state. In g
eral, the corresponding transition dipole moment of a lin
molecular reactant B lies along the internuclear axis a
therefore, the linearly polarized laser beam selects molec
according to a cos2 u distribution, whereu is measured from
the EW J vector of theexciting laser beam. Thus, the initia
cylindrical symmetry is broken.

Zare and co-workers7 showed that the spatial distributio
of an excited molecule using polarized light,EW J , depends on
the branch of excitation. TheJ-dependent spatial distribu
tion,

rJ~u,f!5
1

4p
@11A0

~2!P2~cosu!#, ~1b!

is described by the alignment parameterA0
(2) ~cf. Fig. 2!:

A0
~2!5H J21

2J11
, P branch,

J12

2J11
, R branch.

~2!

The highest alignment can be achieved for the low
R-branch excitation@R(0):A0

(2)52#. On the other hand, the
10567)/10567/6/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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10568 Gericke, Kreher, and Reinsch: Determination of reaction geometries
lowestP transition,P(1), leads to no alignment of the reac
tant because the upper excited state isJ50, which has
spherical symmetry. It is very important to remember th
this spatial distribution of reactant B is measured byu ~with
respect toEW J!, while the recoil direction of reactant A i
characterized byq, which is measured with respect toEW v .
The motivation of the present paper is a ‘‘conjunction’’
these two distributions that will allow a quantitative descr
tion of the reaction geometry.

FIG. 1. Pictorial view of controlling the reaction geometry by the use
polarized light.

FIG. 2. J dependence of the rotational alignment parameterA0
(2) for the P

andR branches.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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II. THEORY

The spatial distribution of the reactant A, i.e., theq and
w dependence with respect toEW J , is given by the simple
expression~1a!. In the following it is useful to describe this
distribution by spherical harmonics:8

rV~q,w!5
1

A4p
S Y00~q,w!1

b

A5
Y20~q,w!D , ~3!

where thez axis (q50) is in the direction of the field
strength of the dissociation laser,EW v .

The spatial distribution of the excited reactant
rJ(u,f), depends on the state and branch that is used
excitation. If we assume no special rotational vibrational
teraction then the rotational contribution forP-branch
(J→J21) andR-branch (J→J11) excitation is given by7

rJ
~P!~u,f!5

J

3A4p
S Y00~u,f!1

1

A5

J21

2J11
Y20~u,f!D ,

~4a!

rJ
~R!~u,f!5

J11

3A4p
S Y00~u,f!1

1

A5

J12

2J11
Y20~u,f!D ,

~4b!

where we describe again the distributions by spherical h
monics. Here, thez axis (u50) is the direction ofEW J .

In order to obtain the probability that the atom A hits th
molecule B under the angleg ~Fig. 1! one has to sum up al
angular variables (V;V8)5(u,f,q,w), which lead to the
angleg between the two directions:

P~g!5E
V
E

V8
@rJ~u,f!rv~q,w!#g dV8 dV. ~5!

Taking into account this constraint, the above integral i
three fold one and its calculation is given in the Append
The result is

PP~g,d!5
J sin g

6

3S 11
b

5

J21

2J11
P2~cosg!P2~cosd!G ,

~6a!

PR~g,d!5
~J11!sin g

6

3F11
b

5

J12

2J11
P2~cosg!P2~cosd!G .

~6b!

d is the angle between the two laser polarization directio
EW J and EW v . The J dependence ofP(g,d) in the square
brackets is the rotational alignment described by the bran
dependent quantityA0

(2) . Thus, the~unnormalized! probabil-
ity of P(g,d) is given by

P~g,d!}@11 1
5 bA0

~2!P2~cosg!P2~cosd!#. ~7!

f
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10569Gericke, Kreher, and Reinsch: Determination of reaction geometries
It should be mentioned that Simpsonet al.9 derived an ex-
pression of similar form under the assumption of cylindric
symmetry that is justified for their experiments on steric
fects in the reaction of Cl with CH4 and CHD3.

In order to gain insight into the intensity differences th
might occur when the reaction proceeds under differ
angles of attackg, it is useful to compare Eq.~7! for the case
of d50° andR(0) excitation,

P~g,0°!R~0!}@11 2
5 bP2~cosg!#, ~8!

with the well-known equation for photodissociation pr
cesses@Eq. ~1!#.

Equation~8! is almost equivalent to Eq.~1a!, with the
exception that the anisotropy factorb is reduced to 40%. The
reduction in signal differences when going from dissociat
to reactive processes is not very surprising because avera
reduces the initial spatial alignment of the reactants.

A two-dimensional plot ofP(g,d) for R(0) andR(8)
excitation is shown in Fig. 3. Theb parameter isb52, i.e. a
parallel transition of the precursor molecule is used. S
photodissociation processes should be preferred when
stereodynamics of a reaction is studied because the hig
selectivity can be achieved. The reason for this higher se
tivity is a substantial reduction in the likelihood of a side-
attack forEW viEW J . As one expects, the largest difference
intensities can be observed betweend50° and d590°.
Thus, a change of the alignment of the twoEW vectors of the
photolysing laser beam,EW v , and of the exciting beam,EW J ,
will induce the largest difference in the product generation
there is any stereodynamic effect in the reaction under stu
Therefore,P(g) is plotted in a polar diagram~Fig. 3! for

FIG. 3. Unnormalized plot ofP(g,d) describing the probability that an
atom A, which is generated in a photodissociation process characterize
b52, attacks a molecule at angleg, where the molecule is prepared by
R(0) or R(8) transition.d is the angle between the twoEW vectors of the
photolysis and of the exciting laser beam. The important experimental
ation of d50° andd590° is shown in a polar plot.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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these two experimental situationsEW viEW J (d50°) and
EW v'EW J (d590°). An attack of the approaching atom A o
one end of the B–C molecule, i.e.g50, is preferred ford
50° (EW viEW J), in comparison to a perpendicular alignme
of the twoEW vectors, i.e.d590°. In contrast, a side-on re
action geometry, i.e.g590°, is preferred ford590°
(EW v'EW J).

Qualitatively this situation is independent of whic
branch,P or R, and which rotation@with the exception of
P(1) excitation# is used to study the reaction dynamic
However, the differences in the reactivity for different pola
ization schemes are reduced in comparison toR(0) excita-
tion ~Fig. 2!.

Figure 4 showsP(g,d) for b521 ~perpendicular tran-
sition!, as is quite often observed in dissociation proces
that may serve as sources for the A atom. In this case a lin
approach of atom A on one end of the BC moleculeg
50) is preferred ford590° (EW v'EW J), while a side-on ap-
proach is preferred ford50°.

Due to intensity variation under different polarizatio
schemes we can distinguish between a preferred linear
preferred perpendicular reaction geometry. We would a
like to gain some insight into how far the angle of atta
deviates fromg50° for an exactly linear approach or from
g590° for an exactly perpendicular approach, respective
In the following we will assume an essentially linear reacti
geometry and the reaction probability should not change
long as the attack angleg is within a cone of acceptanc
limited by gmax. Outside of this cone no reaction takes plac
i.e. the opacity functionf (g) is constant for 0<g<gmax and
vanishes forg.gmax. The measured signal for a given po
larization, i.e. a selected angled, is then obtained by inte-
grating Eq. ~7! from g50° to g5gmax. Thus, the steric
effect of the reaction, SE, is given by

by

u-

FIG. 4. Plot ofP(g,d) for the case that the spatial recoil direction is d
scribed byb521.
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10570 Gericke, Kreher, and Reinsch: Determination of reaction geometries
SE~gmax!5
*0

gmaxPJ~g,d590°!sin~g!dg

*0
gmaxPJ~g,d50°!sin~g!dg

. ~9!

The integration of this equation can easily be performed8

It should be mentioned that depolarization effects due
the earth magnetic field and the nuclear spin of reactant B
not considered.10–12Precession of the nuclear spin leads to
decrease of the initial molecular alignment. The depolari
tion is stronger for lowJ values. For high rotations the tota
angular momentumF is essentially determined byJ, be-
cause typical values ofI , the nuclear spin, are below52. In
the highJ limit A0

(2) becomes independent of the excitati
branch and Eq.~7! reduces to (d50),

P~g,0!}S 11
b

10
P2~cosg! D . ~10!

The influence of the nuclear spin on the polarization m
surements can also be neglected, if the time of precessiotp

is long compared to the observation~delay! time t. On the
other hand, if the interaction betweenJ and I is strong, i.e.
tp!t, then a time-averaged depolarization coefficient c
be calculated.12

The derivation of the above equations further assum
stationary target and precursor molecules. However, Gil
et al.13 have shown that the degradation in alignment is
likely to compromise seriously the viability of the exper
ment. Even if the reduction in alignment cannot be neglec
completely in some cases~very heavy attacking atom and
very light target molecule!, it can be adequately treate
through an effectiveb parameter@Eq. ~9! of Ref. 13#.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have studied the reaction of aligned hydrogen ato
generated in the 266 nm photodissociation of methylmerc
tan, CH3SH, with HCN being excited~around 1.53mm! in a
single rotational state of the first overtone ofn3 CH stretch-
ing motion. Details of the experimental setup are giv
elsewhere.14,15 The b parameter for the CH3SH
1hn→H1CH3S process is known to beb>20.9616,17and,
thus, a reaction plane is defined in the lab frame, as indic
by Fig. 1. The reaction H1HCN is endothermic and only
rovibrationally excited molecules can react with the ph
tolytically generated hydrogen atoms.18,19 The collision en-
ergy and its distribution can be extracted from the exp
mental work of Wilsonet al.15 and is published elsewhere.20

Chlorine atoms are generated in the photodissociation of2

at 355 nm and its spatial distribution is described
b521.21 The CN product molecules were analyzed by LI
The delay time between the CN analysis pulse and the H
excitation laser pulse was 50 and 250 ns, depending on
system under investigation. Since the partial pressures w
slightly below 10 Pa single collision conditions are expec
and the product yield is directly proportional to the reactiv
of the ~aligned! reactants. The CN (2S←X 2S) transition is
saturated and, thus, any influence of aligned CN product
the signal can be neglected.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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The measured intensity ratios (I'2I i)/(I'1I i) for
different reactions are summarized in Table I, where
subscripts i or ' indicate a parallel or perpendicula
alignment betweenEW J andEW V . The polarization of the laser
were rotated by usingl/2 wave plates22 of zeroth order. The
beam walk has not been observed. Four hundred laser s
for each polarization scheme were averaged to obtain
data. The data forP(1) excitation were used to minimiz
systematic errors due to beam walk or lengthy d
averaging. The observed deviation forP(1) excitation was
always below 60.01. The positive intensity ratio
demonstrates a preferred end-on attack of the hydroge
the chlorine atom on the hydrogen atom of the HC
molecule. Thus, a linear reaction geometry is preferred
both the H1HCN→H21CN and the Cl1HCN→HCl1CN
reaction. The observed intensity ratios of the different tra
sitions at a delay time of 50 ns behave as one expects w
Eq. ~2! is considered. However, HCN exhibits a nuclear sp
and a quadrupole moment that will strongly depolarize
initial aligned HCN. Since this effect becomes negligible f
high rotations@Eq. ~10!# or for delay times<50 ns, the
range of the angle of attack,@0,gmax#, can be extracted
from Eq. ~9!.22 We obtain gmax@H1HCN(n352)#550°,
gmax@H1HCN(n354)#555°, and gmax@Cl1HCN(n352)#
565°. Since the experimental error is ca.65°, we assume
that the cone of acceptance is slightly larger for the Cl re
tion in comparison to the H1HCN reaction.

In principle, there is the possibility of significant reage
reorientation on an approach to the transition state. Howe
all performed measurements with rovibrationally excit
HCN as well as all trajectory studies indicate a similar b
havior for both the H and the Cl reaction,15,20 and a long
living transition state can be excluded. Since the approac
the light and fast hydrogen atom is unlikely to reorientate
HCN, we assume no substantial reagent reorientation.

IV. SUMMARY

The reaction geometry can be analyzed even in bulk
periments when polarized light is used. Equations have b
developed that allow a relatively easy conversion of exp
mental results to the angle of attack,g. At high reactant
rotations the dynamic range of the signal intensities at
ferent polarization schemes is fairly low, but sufficient
obtain a quantitative impression of the attack angle. For l

TABLE I. Observed steric effect, (I'2I i)/(I'1I i), in the reaction of
H1HCN(n3) with n352,4 and Cl1HCN ~n352, J59!. The error of the
intensity ratio is below 0.01. The positive values indicate a linear reac
geometry for both the Cl and the H atom reaction.

Reaction Transition Delay time/ns (I'2I i)/(I'1I i)

H1HCN ~n352, J51! R(0) 50 0.065
H1HCN ~n352, J56! R(5) 50 0.022
H1HCN ~n352, J50! P(1) 50 0.00
H1HCN ~n352, J55! P(6) 50 0.01
H1HCN ~n354, J59! R(8) 230 0.043
Cl1HCN ~n352, J59! R(8) 230 0.029
o. 24, 22 December 1997
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10571Gericke, Kreher, and Reinsch: Determination of reaction geometries
rotational states a larger intensity ratio can be expected,
vided the influence of depolarization effects can be reduc
This becomes possible when a sufficient short delay t
between preparation of the reactant and probe of the pro
can be used.
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APPENDIX

We write forrJ in a normalized form@i.e., without over-
all factors j /3 and (j 11)/3, resp.#,

rJ~u,f!5
1

A4p
S Y001

A0
~2!

A5
Y20~u,f!D ~A1!

with A0
(2) for the P andR branch as given above. Forrv we

write in a similar manner,

rv~q,w!5
1

A4p
S Y001

b

A5
Y20~q,w!D , ~A2!

where ~q,w! reminds us of the fact that thez axis ~i.e., q
50! is different from thez axis for rJ(u50). In fact, both
enclose the angled, which is the angle between the two las
polarization directionsEW v andEW J .

We want to calculate the probability for a certain angleg
between~u,f! of rJ and (u8,f8) of rv , i.e., the integral

E
V
E

V8
@rJ~u,f!rv~u8,f8!#g dV8 dV, ~A3!

where the primes mark different integration variables, a
@ #g indicates that we have to confine ourselves to a fix
angleg between~u,f! and (u8,f8). Thus, the integral is no
a fourfold, but only a threefold one.

At first, we use the rotational properties of the spheri
harmonicsYlm to rotaterv(q,w) by an angle ofd about the
y axis, in order to have the same system of axis for b
~u,f! and (u8,f8). This leads us to

rv~q,w!

5
1

A4p
S Y001

bA4p

5 (
m

Y22m~d,0!Y2m~u8,f8! D .

~A4!

The integral can now be calculated in the form

E
V

rJ~u,f!S E
0

2p

rv~u8~t!,f8~t!!sin g dt D dV ~A5!

where (u8,f8) run through a cone with opening angleg. The
axis of the cone points to the direction of the outer integ
tion variablesu,f. To transformu8 and f8 to variables re-
ferring to the direction of the outer variablesu and f once
more we have to rotate the axis ofrv(u8,f8) so that itsz8
axis points to the directionu,f. This yields, forrv(u8,f8),
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107, N
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rv~u8,f8!5
1

A4p S Y001
bA4p

5 (
m

Y22m~d,0!

3(
m8

Rmm8~u,f!Y2m8~u9,f9!D , ~A6!

whereRmm8 denotes the rotation matrix elements for theY2m

set and the integral now reads as

E
V

rJ~u,f!
1

A4p
E

0

2pS Y001
bA4p

5 (
m

Y22m~d,0!

3(
m8

Rmm8~u,f!Y2m8~g,t!D sin g dt dV, ~A7!

where we have fixedu9 to g. f9 becomes the third integra
tion variablet. The t integration can easily be performed
because

E
0

2p

Y2m8~g,t!dt5 H2pY20~g!, for m850,
0 for m8Þ0. ~A8!

Thus, Eq.~A7! simplifies to

Ap•sin gE
V

rJ~u,f!S Y001
b

5

4p

A5

3(
m

Y22m~d,0!Y2m* ~u,f!Y20~g,0!D dV, ~A9!

whenRm0 is replaced byA4p/5Y2m* .
The integrals

E
V

rJ~u,f!Y1m* ~u,f!dV5cl
m ~ l 50,2!, ~A10!

are the expansion coefficients ofrJ into spherical harmonics
which are

c05
1

4p
and c2

05
1

A4p

1

A5
A0

~2! . ~A11!

After replacing the spherical harmonics by the correspond
Legendre Polynomials, we obtain the final result:

P~g,d!}
sin g

2 S 11
b

5
A0

~2!P2~cosd!P2~cosg! D .

~A12!

After adding the overall factorsJ/3 for the P branch and
(J11)/3 for theR branch we obtain Eqs.~6a! and ~6b!.
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